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See Me
Josie and the Pussycats

Josie and the Pussycats(Letters to Cleo)
See Me

ok i have the chrods and everything..i m not gonna tab it out exactly
because the arpegiated part is pretty easy..self explanatory.  Theres
capo on the second fret, so everything is relative to the capo.

      G    A?          Em?    Dsus   D      Em    C     C?    Dsus4
e| |  3----3-----------3---    -3--  3--   -0--  -0     -3       0-|
B|C|  3-- -3-----------3---     3--- 2--   -0--  -1     -3       2-|
G|A|  0-- -0-----------0---     2----3---   0--  -0     -0       3-|
D|P|  0--- 2-----------2---     0-- -0--   -2--  -2     -2       0-|
A|O|  2-- -0-----------2--  -- -x-- -x--   -2-  --3     -3       x
E| |  3--- 0--- -------0--     -x-- -x--   -0-  --x     -x       x

E---
B---
G---
D---
A---0-2h3
E---

Intro-
G,   C?,   A?, (fill 1)  C?

G                          C?
This is the place where i sit
A?                                Dsus    D
this is the part where i love you too much
G                        C?
this is as hard as it gets
A?                                      Dsus  D
Cause i m getting tired of pretending i m tough
Em
I m here if you want me
C
i m yours you can hold me
Em                                      Dsus D
i m empty and taken and tumbling and breakin 

CHORUS
G                    C?
Cause you don t see me
A?              Dsus   D
you don t need me
G                   C?
and you don t love me



Dsus                   D
the way i wish you would
Dsus                     D
the way i know you should

G                                  C?
i dream a world where you understand
A?                    (fill 1)    Dsus D
that i dream a million sleepless nights
G                                          C?
but i dream of fire when your touching my hand
A?                                        Dsus4 D
but it twists into smoke when i turn on the lights

i m speechless and faded

it s too complicated

is this how a book ends

nothing but good friends

CHORUS
Cause you don t see me

you don t need me

and you don t love me

the way i wish you would

BRIDGE
the way i wish you would

this is the place in my heart

this is the place where i m falling apart

isnt this just where we met

and is this the last chance that i ll ever get

i wish i was lonely

instead of just only

crystal and see through and not enough to you

Cause you don t see me



you don t need me

and you don t love me

the way i wish you would

Cause you don t see me

you don t need me

and you don t love me

the way i wish you would

the way i know you could

ok sorry for being lazy..but like whatever the song is the same chords
over and over again?it?s pretty easy to figure out even if you?re a
beginner?so just like whatever?.pretty pretty song?oh and like I said
before there are little fills and arpegiated parts that I didn?t put
in but are easy to figure out?so just learn it it?s really beautiful.
An questions comments mistakes please email me at mica386@yahoo.com


